Abstract: Hydraulic jumps have been the object of extensive experimental investigation, providing the numerical community with a complete case study for models' performance assessment. This study constitutes an exhaustive literature review on hydraulic jumps' experimental datasets. Both mean and turbulent parameters characterising hydraulic jumps are comprehensively discussed, presenting at least a reference to one dataset. Three studies stand out over other datasets due to their completeness. Using them as reference for model validation may ensure homogeneous and comparable performance assessment for the upcoming numerical models. Experimental inaccuracies are also addressed, allowing the numerical modeller to understand the uncertainties of reduced physical models and its limitations. Part 2 presents the three-dimensional numerical investigations to date and their main achievements.
Introduction
Hydraulic jumps have been largely studied due to their relevance in hydraulic engineering applications [1] [2] [3] . When a hydraulic jump takes place, supercritical high velocity (oftentimes aerated) flows abruptly slow down, leading to a subcritical flow, which benefits structural stability and safe hydraulic conditions for river environments. This rapidly varied flow holds a considerable relevance also in environmental hydraulics, as it leads to strong reoxygenation ratios, and in eco-hydraulics where unprecedented hyporheic paths in river flows appear due to the occurring dynamic pressures [4, 5] . Hence, the hydraulic jump is a phenomenon undergoing continuous research. Certainly, energy dissipation is its most distinctive feature in hydraulic engineering applications. Energy dissipation is one of the key aspects of hydraulic engineering, either as a continuous or as a sudden flow phenomenon. When high quantities of kinetic energy are expected in flows over hydraulic structures, an energy dissipator must be conveniently designed to safely dissipate the excess of energy. It must be noted that the excess of energy during extreme events can surpass many times the energy produced in a nuclear power plant [6] . Hence, the role of the stilling basin becomes critical and both its hydraulic and structural performance must be secured.
The canonical case of energy dissipator is the hydraulic jump (Figure 1 ), whose description dates back to Leonardo Da Vinci [2] . With the studies of Bidone in 1820 [7, 8] and Bélanger in 1828 [9, 10] Research has also been conducted on non-conventional hydraulic jumps since the study of Warnock [18] , covering hydraulic jumps over rough surfaces [19] [20] [21] to hydraulic jumps over methodologically disposed blocks and sills. Standardized complex designs became popular after the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) guidelines of Peterka [22] -its first edition being released in 1958-and the Saint Anthony Falls (SAF) basin of Blaisdell [23] . A review of different types of basins can be found in Hager [2] . Nonetheless, research has not been that fruitful and knowledge on these types of basins is rather limited when compared to the canonical hydraulic jump counterpart (despite its obvious practical interest!).
As presented above, most advances have been accomplished through extensive experimental observation and some limited theoretical analyses. Nowadays, hydraulic jumps still represent one of the most active fields of research within the air-water flows hydraulic engineering community. With the emergence of cost-effective computer power given by the development of High Performance Computing techniques and hardware, some studies have been disclosed. Despite some relevant results, rigor is the object of dispute and some controversy has been raised by some authors concerning proper verification and validation [24, 25] . The apparent lack of well-accepted numerical modelling guidelines may contribute to this issue, hence resulting in new studies sometimes lacking solid procedures, which puts their results continuously under dispute.
In Part 1 of this study, the most relevant features of the classic hydraulic jump are dissected in Section 2, briefly presenting the basic principles and providing some insight on the flow structure. Section 3 presents a brief discussion on the relevance of this type of flow, which represents a challenging flow in environmental fluid mechanics, whereas it converges a mature level of experimental research. Section 4 presents different common and new air-water flows instrumentations and the associated uncertainties and limitations. Conclusions are finally presented in Section 5. Part 1 of this study is intended to provide the numerical modeller, if unfamiliar with the experimental methodologies, with a deep insight on the available experimental datasets and their limitations. The reader is addressed to Part 2 [26] for an overview on three-dimensional numerical modelling techniques and current achievements on the hydraulic jump numerical modelling.
The Hydraulic Jump Case Study

General Remarks
When a high-speed supercritical flow meets a slower moving water flow, a hydraulic jump can take place. An exception can be found in the recent studies of Kabiri-Samani et al. [27] and Kabiri-Samani and Naderi [28] , where supercritical flow transitions to subcritical without a hydraulic jump. A hydraulic jump takes place as a compatibility of momentum between upstream and downstream flow and it is often regarded as a standing wave. Similar types of flows can be found in propagating bores [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The case where the hydraulic jump takes place over a smooth horizontal rectangular channel is the well-known classic hydraulic jump (CHJ). It is the most widely documented type of hydraulic jump as it serves as a comparison for more complex cases, for instance: the hydraulic jump over arbitrary sections-or gradually varying width sections [3, 34] -with different roughness surfaces and over inclined aprons or under submerged conditions [2] .
For the CHJ, the most relevant variable is the sequent depth relationship. It can be described in terms of the inlet Froude number F 1 as [10] :
where d is the water depth and the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the upstream and downstream sections, respectively. Equation (1) is commonly known as the Bélanger equation. The Froude number for the inlet section of a CHJ can be defined as:
with V 1 the cross-section average velocity and g the gravity acceleration. The Froude number represents the balance between inertial and gravitational forces and takes values over unity for supercritical flows and below for subcritical flows. Definition for arbitrary cross-sectional channels can be found in literature [3, 34] . Knowledge on the necessary sequent depths allows design of safe hydraulic structures and, additionally, enables computation of some other basic hydraulic jump properties, as, for instance, the dissipated energy. However, Equation (1) stands for a frictionless CHJ. Hager and Bremen [35] presented a modification which accounts for the smooth wall friction contribution. This implies a slight reduction in the conjugate depth relationship, as shown in Figure 2 and as discussed by Chanson [34] for hydraulic jumps over arbitrary cross-sections. An alternative approach contemplating hydraulic jumps over a rough bed can be found in Carollo et al. [36] . Further considerations on energy dissipation of hydraulic jumps over rough bed can be found in the study of Pagliara et al. [20] , Pagliara and Palermo [37] and the recent study of Palermo and Pagliara [38] , which also suggested a semi-theoretical relation for the energy dissipation. Some air-water flow properties of hydraulic jumps over macro-roughness were exhaustively studied by Felder and Chanson [21, 39] . When a stilling basin is properly designed, the hydraulic jump can be unconditionally stable for small Froude numbers, as experimentally shown by Frizell and Svoboda [40] . Valero et al. [41] numerically showed that the basin elements of the case study of Frizell and Svoboda [40] present a dynamic role, able to counter the inlet momentum for adverse tailwater conditions.
Once the flow depths upstream and downstream-and the flow rate-are known, the energy both upstream and downstream can be estimated and its difference is the energy dissipated. This also allows computation of the dissipated power ( [42] , p. 60). Figure 3 shows the dissipated power for a wide combination of flow discharges and inlet flow depths for a 100 m wide CHJ (frictionless). It must be noted that spillways wider than 100 m are not rare in prototype scale. It can be observed that dissipated power considerably increases for inlet velocities over 20 m/s. Power taking place in the energy dissipation of many dams is comparable to some of the world's largest power stations [6] . Dissipated power values of a peak discharge may usually remain below a nuclear or a thermal power station power production (<1000 MW) but every linear meter remains easily over a wind turbine capacity (100 kW, or 10 MW for 100 m), as shown in Figure 3 . It must be born in mind that all this dissipated power must be contained in a well delimited structure to ensure the stability of the downstream river and habitat and the safe operation of the dam. (1)) and Hager and Bremen theoretical formulation (big empty markers). Note that Hager and Bremen [35] formulation is Reynolds number and width/depth ratio dependent, and thus a solid line cannot be traced. Median absolute relative difference between Hager and Bremen [35] 
Inflow Froude Number and Hydraulic Jump Typology
The Froude number is commonly used to classify the hydraulic jump typology. However, different authors define different classifications (see Table 1 ). Despite being slightly different, there is some overlap on the description of the hydraulic jumps' typology. It is also commonly acknowledged that hydraulic jumps in the range 2 < F 1 < 4 should be avoided at design stage, as waves are generated and propagated downstream damaging the banks [22] . Thus, from an engineering point of view, hydraulic jumps with F 1 > 4-4.5 hold a greater interest. It must be noted that inflow conditions can also affect the hydraulic jumps' typology [44] , which could explain the small differences between authors (Table 1) .
Undular jumps occur for upstream flow depths close to critical flow depth, but slightly below. This type of hydraulic jump exhibits several stationary waves, thus being morphologically different to higher Froude number hydraulic jumps. A lateral shock wave can also be observed starting with the first crest and considerably smaller rates of air entrainment occur. Undular jumps may occur in irrigation and water supply channels and in estuaries subject to tide changes [45] . For these types of hydraulic jumps, extensive experimental data can be found in Chanson [45] . 
Hydraulic Jump Flow Structure and Related Experimental Studies
The hydraulic jump flow structure ( Figure 4 ) mixes different types of simpler flows, leading to complex dynamics with large turbulence quantities and air entrainment. In addition to the sequent depth relation, other mean and turbulent flow features have been experimentally studied. A summary of previous studies including analytical, empirical relations or experimental data can be found in Table 2 .
Table 2. Available experimental results for mean variables validation of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models. Empirical or semi-theoretical relations (ER) and experimental data (ED).
Flow Variables
Hager [ [16] (*) As an extension of the mean free surface profiles; (**) Only as adapted from other authors.
The reader is addressed to Wang [50] and Murzyn and Chanson [49] for a large experimental database-for several empirical relations, to Chanson and Carvalho [3] and Hager [2] . An up-to-date reference including a wide range of experimentally obtained flow variables (both mean and turbulent) can be found in the study of Wang and Chanson [51] . These studies might be very useful for the validation of numerical results. In addition, other experimental studies are relevant and are herein presented, highlighting the parameters that were mainly investigated:
• Wall jet velocity decay: the high-speed inlet flow impacts the slower moving water body and the shearing reduces the maximum velocity through the hydraulic jump length, likewise a turbulent wall jet decay. The shear layer also expands into the roller region. The analogy between hydraulic jumps and turbulent wall jets was first conducted by Rajaratnam [14] . This parameter is highly relevant as it holds the biggest part of the kinetic energy which, during the decay, is transformed into pressure and potential energy (depth Figure 4 as L r , it is one of the most distinctive features of a hydraulic jump. Some of the inflow uplifts to the free surface, reaching a stagnation point and reversing, hence falling back again to the toe, where it impacts with the inflow jet. As the stagnation point moves continuously, its visual estimation is affected from a certain uncertainty in a physical model. Experimental data can be found in Murzyn et al. [60] . Wang and Chanson [52] , Carollo et al. [36] and Hager [2] presented a nearly parabolic experimental relationship.
• Hydraulic jump length: marked in Figure 4 as L j . Different methods have been discussed concerning its identification as, for instance: a horizontal free surface can be observed, a hydrostatic pressure distribution is established or where the hydraulic jump is fully deaerated. However, it is also difficult to estimate as the free surface is wavy downstream and tends smoothly to horizontal, which implies a large degree of uncertainty. Pressure distribution is not commonly measured and deaeration may strongly depend on the modelling scale. Bayon et al. [61] argued that the turbulence produced in the toe of the hydraulic jump tended at the end of the hydraulic jump to the values commonly observed in open channel flows, but, for an experimental study, this is even more rare to measure. Given the difficulty of all these methods, visual determination is oftentimes the experimentalist preferred choice.
• Mean free surface profile: it necessarily matches the supercritical flow depth at the toe while it asymptotically tends to the downstream water depth at the end of the hydraulic jump.
With an abrupt increase at the toe, it presents a concave curve during the hydraulic jump extension for Froude numbers over the undular jump limit (Table 1 ). In addition to the aforementioned studies, relations for this parameter were also suggested by Wang [50] , Bakhmeteff and Matzke [12] and, analytically, by Valiani [55] . For undular jumps, experimental data can be found in Lennon and Hill [62] and analytical considerations were proposed by Bose et al. [63] .
•
Mean velocities: the high-speed jet entering the hydraulic jump splits, partly reversing and partly reducing its velocity, thus matching the downstream open channel flow velocity profile. This yields a complex velocity distribution zero-value-crossing at the roller region with an important negative velocity reaching a magnitude of up to 0.4 to 0.6 of the inlet velocity [3, 56, 64] . Recently, Wang and Chanson [51] suggested that this magnitude has an inverse relation with the Froude number. Empirical velocity distributions were proposed by Chanson and Carvalho [3] and Hager [2] . Literature is rich in experimental data too; see Wang and Chanson [51] , Wang et al. [65] , among others. Lin et al. [66] studied, separately, the velocity of the water and air phases by using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Bubble Image Velocimetry (BIV), alternatively. For undular jumps, experimental data can be found in Lennon and Hill [62] .
• Aeration (impingement and interfacial): large quantities of air are entrained inside the hydraulic jump via the toe impingement. These large air volumes are subject to break-up and coalescence depending on the surrounding turbulence quantities. A second air entrainment mechanism is related to the interfacial fluctuations occurring in the upper region of the roller at higher Froude numbers. Large quantities of spray and splashing can be visually observed and have a clear footprint in the air concentration profiles. For both mechanisms, different air concentration profiles can be fitted, hence revealing different air entrainment mechanisms [67, 68] . Far downstream, the flow deaerates as the velocity decreases and the transport capacity is reduced. The air concentration is, probably, one of the most case sensitive mean flow variables as it is a result of the combination of Froude, Reynolds and Weber-or equivalently, Morton-numbers [69] .
Another reason for the case-sensitivity of the air entrained quantities should be related to the level of development of the inflow boundary layer, as reported by Takahashi and Ohtsu [70] . Takahashi and Ohtsu [70] noted that the advective diffusion region showed larger aeration, with greater development of the inlet boundary layer, while the (upper) breaking region was nearly insensitive to this variable. Ervine [71] also discussed on the relevance of the inlet flow free surface perturbations on the total air entrained. Moreover, the interaction between air bubbles diffusion and momentum transfer is not completely understood [68] . Air transport in the streamwise direction is mainly due to advection, whereas transport in the spanwise and normalwise direction is necessarily driven by turbulent diffusion. In the vertical direction, buoyant forces can also play an important role, especially at the end of the hydraulic jump where lower velocities occur. • Inlet boundary layers (water and air): the supercritical flow impacting the hydraulic jump develops from farther upstream as long as its extension allows. Two boundary layers take place, the water boundary layer that can affect the hydraulic jump characteristics [44, 70] -and thus it is common to distinguish between partially developed and fully developed inlet flows-and the interfacial air layer flow [72] , which could affect the hydraulic jump air entrained quantities according to Ervine [71] . For the supercritical water boundary layer development, several methods exist, such as Castro-Orgaz and Hager [73] and Castro-Orgaz [74] based on spillway prototype scale velocity profiles. For the interfacial air flow, the only data-set was collected by Valero and Bung [72] , which also discussed on the occurring free surface instabilities in supercritical flows that were suggested by Ervine [71] to affect the entrained quantities. A general framework for the computation of the free surface perturbations can be found in Valero and Bung [75] . Recently, Bertola et al. [76] showed that inlet disturbances considerably affect the air entrainment rates for planar plunging jets. Table 1 ).
Some turbulent variables have also been previously experimentally studied:
• Velocity fluctuations: given the turbulent nature of hydraulic jumps, instantaneous velocities oscillate around the mean value. Velocity fluctuations were first reported by Rouse et al. [13] using an air flow channel. Long et al. [77] studied velocity fluctuations in submerged hydraulic jumps for Froude numbers up to 8.0, highlighting the three-dimensional nature of the hydraulic jump; and Liu et al. [57] presented turbulence measurements for low Froude numbers, including turbulence spectra. Turbulence intensity has also been approximated using the width of the cross-correlation function between the signals of the two tips of phase detection probes; see Chanson and Toombes [78] for further description and limitations and study of Murzyn and Chanson [49] for an application to hydraulic jumps. For undular jumps, experimental data were collected by Lennon and Hill [62] . Velocity fluctuations are of utmost interest to ensure the stability of downstream environment.
Interfacial oscillations: the hydraulic jump free surface shows a wide range of turbulent motions. These oscillations play an important role in the study of the total air entrained in the hydraulic jump, as discussed above. Recently, some experimental studies have found that the maximum oscillation occurs close to the toe location and that the intensity of these oscillations increases with the Froude number. Experimental data can be found in Wang and Chanson [51] Experimental data can be found in Chanson [56] and Wang [50] .
Pressure fluctuations: the high-speed inlet jet has an impact against the slower water body abruptly slowing down while transforming some of the kinetic energy into pressure, which is later converted into potential energy (in the form of increasing depth). Considerable turbulent pressure fluctuations occur inside the hydraulic jump, thereby compromising the structural stability. Fiorotto and Rinaldo [83] discussed on the spatial structure and magnitude of these pressure oscillations at the channel bed level. Abdul Khader and Elango [84] , additionally, also provided insight on the pressures spectra. Hydraulic jump related high pressure fluctuations also have a complex impact on the hyporheic flows occurring in river flows [4, 5] . Special care must be taken to properly understand some recent experimental data reporting results on total pressure, which accounts both for the pressure and the velocity head and needs to be corrected with simultaneous velocity estimations and air concentrations to extract the real pressure head. Further description on this technique applied to hydraulic jumps can be found in Wang et al. [65, 85] and Wang [50] .
• Hydraulic jump vorticity: it is produced at the toe of the hydraulic jump. The inlet flow is abruptly subject to large shearing quantities after impinging the roller flow. The shearing reduces as the flow advances streamwise and the turbulence produced in the toe is slowly dissipated. Hornung et al. [86] analytically studied the mean vorticity downstream of a hydraulic jump and its relation with the Froude number.
• Inner turbulent structures: turbulent length and timescales have been measured using arrays of conductivity probes. Several synchronized sensors can be placed inside the flow and correlation of two signals allow a certain physical insight. Integration of the correlation functions (across time or spatial lag) leads to the estimation of the integral turbulent scales (temporary and spatial scales, respectively). These turbulent scales can be understood as an average measure of the turbulent structures taking place inside the hydraulic jump. A complete data bench of experimental data can be found in Wang and Murzyn [17] . • Bubble characteristics: bubble frequencies, chord lengths and times and bubble clustering are the result of an interaction among turbulent processes. Its determination may be one of the most challenging-if not the most-for a numerical model. These variables have been, however, reported in some experimental studies (e.g., [67, 68, 87, 88] ).
Adequacy of the Hydraulic Jump as a Benchmark for Numerical Modelling
As discussed by Blocken and Gualtieri [89] , the interest of the hydraulic and environmental engineers about computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods is shifted from the typical aerodynamics problems. Analysis is commonly focused on problems where turbulence is desired to mix mass or dissipate energy. Hence, the most common applications may require study of highly turbulent problems, such as hydraulic jumps which has been very present in the hydraulic engineering tradition.
The energy dissipation involved in these types of phenomenon is large, as discussed in Section 2.1, and, additionally, its modelling involves the proper solution of both supercritical and subcritical flows, with supercritical flows being prone to large free surface distortion [75] . Similarly, the hydraulic jump comprehends a shear region of large turbulence intensity with free surface interaction, leading to breakup and splashing. All in all, the CHJ represents a well-studied benchmark that serves as a limiting case in terms of free surface complexity and turbulence production. Other previous benchmarks have been conducted in the past (see [90] ), but the types of flows contained within the hydraulic jump better represent those of greater interest for hydraulic and environmental engineers. These points justify the interest on CHJ as a reference for numerical modelling validation, and can be summarized as:
• Deep understanding of the phenomenon, as presented in Section 2.3.
•
Large hydraulic tradition, which makes most of the community familiar with this type of flow.
It represents an extreme case for turbulence, aeration and flow recirculation, which ensures that numerical models representing properly a CHJ are likely to be useful for other environmental applications.
Discussion on Experimental Uncertainties
While a scaled physical model is better suited to represent the real behaviour of a fluid system, there are some limitations due to the scale effects and the instrumentation inaccuracies. Both can represent a strong limitation in the case of air-water flow problems and thus, when the purpose of a numerical study is the verification and validation of the model, the exact same physical model is preferred to be reproduced and contemplating the employed instrumentations' uncertainties may help identifying a reasonable accuracy goal for the validation of the numerical studies. Instrumentation limitations are considerably stronger in air-water flows when compared to the counterpart single-phase flows. On the limitations that scale effects represent, the reader is addressed to Chanson and Gualtieri [69] , Chanson [91] , Felder and Chanson [92] and Felder and Chanson [93] . On the limitations of instrumentation for air-water flows, a brief summary with relevant references is presented in Table 3 .
Point gauges have been traditionally used to estimate the flow depths. Nonetheless, the free surface fluctuations occur not only within the hydraulic jump but also at the upstream and downstream ends. The accuracy of classic point gauges is often referred to be in the order of 0.1 mm; however, this can only hold for static water levels. Oscillations are common within the hydraulic jump, but they can also be observed downstream (due to the waves propagated) and in the upstream supercritical flow depth (due to perturbations).
Under such conditions, the flow depth estimation holds a considerable observation error. Another type of instrumentation, which is used more everyday for flow depth estimations, is the ultrasonic sensors (USS), also called acoustic displacement meters (ADM) by some authors. These sensors create an echo that propagates in the air and measure the time it takes to be received back. It allows a dynamic estimation of the free surface, timely limited by the response time of the sensor and the time it takes to propagate the ultrasonic echo (which is represented by a cutoff frequency). The recent study of Zhang et al. [94] analysed the accuracy of such devices for steady, two-dimensional and three-dimensional waves, concluding that the accuracy is reasonably good despite the minimum wavelength that can be detected is a function of the footprint of the sensors. This may imply that some droplets can be ignored; however, Zhang et al. [94] also noted that upper surfaces are given preference and larger inaccuracies can be expected when flow is aerated. A critical slope exists, hence limiting non-horizontal free surfaces determination and yielding outliers in the recording. For the free surface determination, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technique has shown to be promising, allowing the simultaneous temporal and spatial series estimations [95] , despite appropriate filtering might be critical. Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADV) have also been used to measure velocities in hydraulic jumps, but its accuracy is highly handicapped by the presence of bubbles and its use is not recommended even for very low concentrations. Discussion on ADV's accuracy can be found in Liu et al. [57] . Additionally, postprocessing techniques are necessary to ensure accurate turbulence predictions (e.g., [106] ). Some recently developed ADV models also incorporate a "profiling" option, which allows simultaneously obtaining velocity estimations at a distance range. However, different issues have already been noticed, such as non-overlapping profiles or non-null transversal velocities (see [107] ).
When air concentrations amount to over a few percent, the preferred instrumentation should be phase detection probes [96, 97] . Special care must be taken in regions with near null velocities and important cross velocities, which lead to oblique impact of bubbles with the probes' tips or bubbles undetected by at least one tip (impacting the cross-correlation performance). The first direct turbulence estimation with phase detection probes in highly aerated flows has been recently presented by Kramer et al. [98] through an adaptive cross-correlation approach coupled with robust filtering techniques. However, these findings are yet limited to a stepped spillway model. Optical methods have also been used in aerated flows, the Bubble Image Velocimetry being the Particle Image Velocimetry version for aerated flows; however, the accuracy reached is not comparable. Computer Vision methods (such as Optical Flow) are arising as a robust alternative for air-water flows [102] [103] [104] [105] 108] .
In addition to the instrumentation limitations and the outliers present in the data, a perfectly sampled data series would still present uncertainties related to the limitations on the sampling time or the sampling rate. Figure 5 shows an estimation of the error due to limited sampled time for a stochastic velocity signal (instantaneous velocity u, mean velocity u = 1 m/s, velocity mean fluctuation u = 0.3 m/s, characteristic timescale of 1 s, generated using the Langevin equation likewise Bung and Valero [108] and Kramer et al. [98] ). The error in Figure 5 is computed relative to the estimation using the entire signal, which contains a total of 100,000 periods with a time resolution of 100 data points per period. The flow parameters are representative of a typical hydraulic jump at the laboratory scale. It can be observed that at least 1000 periods should be sampled to obtain an uncertainty below 10% for perfectly sampled data. Similar conclusions could be drawn from the analysis of the limited sample rate and its impact on the estimation of the turbulent timescales. 
Conclusions
Hydraulic jumps represent one of the most turbulent and challenging canonical types of flow, characterized by strong multi-phase interactions. Its flow structure mixes different types of interacting conventional flows, e.g., boundary layers, shear regions and multiple phenomenon associated with the bubbles' dynamics. Opportunely, experimental studies have covered various mean and turbulent flow variables, which, as herein proposed, may serve as a suitable workbench of CFD codes.
Numerous mean flow variables have been extensively studied in past literature, namely: sequent depths' relationship, maximum velocity decay, roller length, jump length, mean free surface profile, mean velocity profiles and air concentrations (despite some are linked to flow turbulence). These variables should constitute the minimum dataset for numerical models' validation. Studies of Hager [2] , Murzyn and Chanson [49] and Wang [50] stand out due to the large number of variables covered and the extensive experimental datasets presented. These three experimental data collections, together with additional complementary studies, are pinpointed in Table 2 . Turbulent variables have also been the object of several experimental studies. These may serve to better validate numerical models, despite the fact that their study has not been that systematic (Section 2.3).
It is also important to bear in mind that hydraulic jumps are multiphase flow problems, with high levels of aeration which represent a challenge for traditional single-phase instrumentation. Most of the equipment used in classic water-flow problems fail to provide accurate estimations for simple flow variables. The presence of bubbles make difficult the application of well-established techniques such as PIV or ADV. Section 4 depicts the main difficulties of a wide range of instrumentation and directs the reader to several key studies (Table 3 ). Other uncertainties may hold as, for instance, scale effects or laboratory inflow/outflow effects. Modelling the flow problem with the same geometry of the experimental study, just for validation purposes, may overcome these issues. Limited sampling time can also imply a certain level of uncertainty on the reported flow variables ( Figure 5 ).
Part 2 [26] of this study presents the main achievements in the three-dimensional numerical modelling of hydraulic jumps. 
